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Stolen Games Defined

Role of Stress in Stolen Games

Within any tennis match, can you think of a type of game around which
momentum can be created to favor one player? Is there a game that can
help us predict what may happen in the next game? Can you think of a
type of game in which a player’s performance correlates highly with both
his rankings on the ATP Under Pressure Leaderboard and his career development over time? According to recent research involving the best
players, in perhaps the most competitive setting, it turns out that there is
such a game that may provide answers to these questions.

‘Stolen Games’ occur as a function of the scoring format in tennis, which is
designed to induce stress. Unlike other sports, the player who wins more
points will not necessarily win the match. Leading 6-5 in a tiebreak, a player
may be one point away from winning or three points away from losing a set
or a match. The nature of the sport can often create stressful situations
and players differ in the way they cope with pressure. The management
depends on the quality of their emotions and how they think about certain
events.

After much deliberation, I labeled this type of game a ‘stolen game.’ The
term does not refer to the result of a bad line call or a flipped score, but
rather to a lost opportunity to win a game. To elaborate, a stolen game is
one in which both opponents have a winning opportunity. It has a minimum of eight points, unless a no-ad scoring system is used. For example,
if a returner has two breakpoints at 15-40 and does not convert either of
them, but the server then wins the following four points, it can be said
that the server ‘stole’ that game.

All of us are familiar with the negative aspects of stress (termed distress)
and its effects on quality of life and health, especially when stress is high
and prolonged. However, positive stress (termed eustress), in small
amounts is preferable, beneficial for training, and good for health. Eustress
is the basis for training and athletic development. There are several signs
of unhealthy competitive stress. It may manifest itself in negative self-talk
and poor body language. Moreover, it may lead to equipment, ball, and even
umpire abuse.

A stolen game is one unlike any other. It brings a great deal of stress,
drama, positive and negative emotions, and uncertainty. It typically lasts
much longer than a regular game. This is just the beginning, because the
worst is yet to come! The player who just lost the stolen game is likely to
face a negative momentum shift (face a break point if serving or suffer an
easy hold if returning) during the following game. To give an example, the
server who wins a stolen game is more likely to earn a breakpoint in the
subsequent game compared to any other segment of the match. Conversely, if the returner wins a stolen game, s/he is more likely to produce
an easy hold in the following game.

There are times when stress is not obvious to the naked eye. A player may
appear calm on the outside, but steaming internally. However, experts such
as psycho-physiologists (or lie-detector operators) can accurately detect
increased stress levels of individuals ‘acting’ relaxed. The instruments
measuring sweating levels (heart rate, muscle contraction, or even brain
waves) are the keys.

The Hourglass Performance Institute (HPI), a company specializing in
stress management in sports, among other mental skills deemed important to achieve athletic excellence, used statistics and sequential analysis
to reveal a type of game that is linked to stress and may be more important
than others – a ‘Stolen Game’.

Impact of Stolen Games
It makes perfect sense that losing a game after an unconverted breakpoint will stress out a player and have a negative effect on many aspects
of performance. The most obvious ones are technique, speed and consistency. However, stress also impacts many other important factors,
such as reaction time, focus, decision making, strength and ability to recover (physically, mentally and emotionally).
Do ‘stolen games’ impact some players less and others more? The answer is yes. Some show visible behavior signs while others tend to overthink.
First, let’s examine two ‘stolen game’ outcomes and the impacts of such
games, in the case where a player loses it (i.e., allowing a momentum shift
or not during the following game) and in the case where s/he wins it (create momentum in his or her favor or not in the following game).
Analysis of the 2018 Nitto ATP Tour Finals revealed that the likelihood of
a break point or momentum change occurring following a non-stolen
game was about 25%. Following a stolen game, that number rose to 35%,
which is a 40% relative increase. The data for the 2017 tournament
showed the same trend, but the price for losing a ‘stolen game’ was even
more dramatic. The probability of a break point or momentum change following a non-stolen game was 32%. That probability rose to 55% after a
‘stolen game’ occurred, which is a relative increase of 72%! The trend is
the same, but why is there a notable percentage difference? Part of the
answer lies in the fact that many matches in the 2017 tournament were
decided in third sets.

Performance in Stolen Games
At the 2018 Nitto ATP Tour Finals, one player stands out. Although he was
not the tournament winner, the ability to capitalize on opportunities following a ‘stolen game’ may have even larger consequences compared to winning this tournament. Think bigger. Think about a season. Think about a
career.
Novak Djokovic won a total of four ‘stolen games,’ two when returning in
the semifinal against Kevin Anderson and two in different round robin
matches: one when serving against Alexander Zverev and one against
Marin Cilic. After ‘stealing’ those games while returning, he immediately
held at 15 and 0, clearly creating momentum against Kevin. Momentum
was also created versus Alexander and Marin, as he earned multiple break
points after previously ‘stealing’ two games on his serve.
Did Novak’s opponents win any stolen games? Yes, they won a total of
seven (six on serve and one when Novak was serving). However, unlike
Novak, they did not capitalize on those opportunities. Novak responded
with zero unforced errors and zero points lost after three different players
‘stole’ serving games against him. How did Novak win 24 points in six serving games? His opponents helped a little bit, with four unforced errors, but
the rest was about Novak’s game. Winners? Only seven, which means the
vast majority of points, 13, were won through forcing his opponents into errors. Following the last stolen game, which Novak lost on serve, he responded with an immediate break.
Although the final featured only one stolen game, Novak’s tournament performance was perfect as far as stolen games were concerned. In five
matches, Novak created momentum on four out of four occasions, and denied opponents doing the same on seven out of seven chances. He demonstrated a simply remarkable and consistent performance on physical,
technical, tactical, and mental levels after stressful events such as stolen
games.
(continued on Page 14)
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How Did #1 Perform So Well in ‘Stolen Games?’
One has to wonder about the mindset of a player capable of this kind of performance.
Which mindset is more likely to contribute to a solid performance following the loss
of a stolen game?
Mindset 1 “I missed a great opportunity.”
Mindset 2 “I’m pushing my opponent to make him uncomfortable.”
If you guessed right, you realized that Mindset 1 is linked to negative stress and
Mindset 2 is linked to eustress.
However, the right mindset is only one component when it comes to handling stress.
There are certain behaviors, routines, match and stress management techniques
that players use to handle the nature of this game. In his book and one Wimbledon
interview, Novak talked about one of them, but that topic should be the subject of
another article.

Being able to handle the ups and downs of tennis is a great asset
to have. Let’s not forget, at the time of this writing, that Novak is
the ATP Under Pressure Leader, career wise. According to this
ATP metric, the second ranked Sampras and the third ranked
Nadal are 5 and 6 points behind Novak, respectively. If we know
that the average difference between the top 50 players on this
metric is 0.6 points and the second biggest difference between
two players is 2.5 points, it is clear that Novak is head and shoulders above the rest.
We have to wonder whether Novak’s mental performance described earlier will be repeated as he attempts to win La Coupe
des Mousquetaires. As he extends the bid for his second Career
Grand Slam, excelling in ‘stolen games’ should come in handy.

Stolen Games Performances in London 2018
Player

Lost
Total
Blocked
Won
Created
Total
Success
Stolen Games Momentum Stolen Games Momentum Stolen Games Momentum Rate

1

Djokovic

7

7

4

4

11

11

100%

2

Federer

3

3

1

0

4

3

75%

3

Anderson

6

2

2

2

8

4

50%

4

Thiem

0

0

8

4

8

4

50%

5

Cilic

5

4

6

1

11

5

45%

6

Zverev

4

2

4

1

8

3

38%

7

Nishikori

5

1

1

0

6

1

17%

8

Isner

0

0

4

0

4

0

0%

Making Tennis Available to Everyone!
You can make a real difference by donating the proceeds from
just a one hour lesson. Mail to PTRF, PO Box 4739, HHH, SC 29938.
Racquet Round Up restrings and regrips gently used racquets for
distribution in an effort to grow the game. Ship your racquets to
PTR, 4 Office Way, Suite 200, Hilton Head Island, SC 29928.

843-785-7244
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